Abstract The predictive capabilities of metrics based on Twitter data have been stressed in different fields: business, health, market, politics, etc. In specific cases, a deeper analysis is required to create useful metrics and models with predicting capabilities. In this paper, a set of metrics based on Twitter data have been identified and presented in order to predict the audience of scheduled television programmes, where the audience is highly involved such as it occurs with reality shows (i.e., X Factor and Pechino Express, in Italy). Identified suitable metrics are based on the volume of tweets, the distribution of linguistic elements, the volume of distinct users involved in tweeting, and the sentiment analysis of tweets. On this ground a number of predictive models have been identified and compared. The resulting method has been selected in the context of a validation and assessment by using real data, with the aim of building a flexible framework able to exploit the predicting capabilities of social media data. Further details are reported about the method adopted to build models which focus on the identification of predictors by their statistical significance. Experiments have been based on the collected Twitter data by using Twitter Vigilance platform, which is presented in this paper, as well.
Introduction
Social media analysis is becoming a very important instrument to monitor communities, users' preferences, and to make predictions. Among the social media solutions, Twitter is one of the most widespread microblogs allowing users to have a personal news feed and followers attached to it. Followers receive some notification connected to the actions performed by the users they follow. Typical actions of users can be: posting a message (tweet), commenting, expressing like/favourite, retweeting (the echo of some tweet messages by some other users to the followers of the retweeting user). Therefore, tweets and retweets are shown (exposed) to other Twitter users, thus making more likely the chance of provoking their interests and reactions: retweets, comments, likes, etc. Some of these mechanisms can provoke viral processes that may lead to massive propagation of tweets in the user community. Twitter users are formally identified by B@^preceding their nickname as B@paolonesi^, one of the paper authors. Any user may appeal to the attention of other users by including the @Twitter-username in the tweet. For example, BNice post @paolonesi! give me your opinion on XXX^, is a citation of B@paolonesi^. In the tweet text, every user can stress the attention to specific keywords called hashtags that are marked with B#^as first character. For example, hashtag: B#houseofcards^can be used to remark that the tweet is about the TV serial House of Cards (hashtags can be suggested to the audience by the TV producers, or spontaneously created by some users as well). Citations and hashtags are well indexed in Twitter.com and can be searched as main vehicles of involvement and remark, and thus are used by Twitter.com to propagate information to cited users and communities interested on following users or the hashtags, respectively. Thanks to the above described social engagement mechanisms, a lot of users join and use Twitter every day; not only single users, but also news agencies, public institutions, producers, VIPs, teams, schools, municipalities, governments, etc., with the aim of sharing, promoting and communicating. On such grounds, Twitter is used as a source of information to deliver news, events, and innovations, and thus, it can be exploited as a tool for the prediction of different kinds of events and occurrences.
As described in the following, the research reported in this paper is about the usage of Twitter data to predict the attendance to TV shows by (i) computing metrics based on twitter data (volume of messages/posts including keywords (citation, hashtags) and/or mentions, volume of messages containing specific elements extracted from natural language processing (verbs, adjectives, words), and sentiment analysis by weighting each single text element on the basis of positive and/or negative moods), (ii) setting up and making in place predictive models also addressing feature selection. Thus, before passing to describe the solution proposed, the following subsection presents the related work.
Related work
As previously stated, Twitter data have been used for setting up several kinds of predictive models in different domains according to the differences in the events and phenomena.
In [48] , a solution to predict football game results has been proposed by considering the volume of tweets. In more details the approach adopted defined a function for putting in correlation the delta changes in the volume of tweets with respect to a fixed number of categories, thus the obtained prediction rate was in the range of 68%. Opinion polls and predictions of political elections have been interrelated to the volume of tweets by using Sentiment Analysis techniques in [37] . In this case, the sentiment analysis has been performed by counting words and assigning to them negative or positive weights according to Opinion Finder lexicon based on only 2800 words, obtaining a highest correlation value of about 80% with respect to measures of public opinion derived from polls in the case of Obama elections. Voting results have been correlated with tweets in the 2009 German elections [53] , addressing the counting of the tweets citing the different parties without providing a predictive model, another example can be found in [4] . In [15] , sentiment analysis and volume approaches has been used for electoral prediction in the Senate competition which is 1:1, still obtaining correlations in the range of 40-60%.
Different models, based on both the volume of tweets and other means, have been also used for other predicting purposes: spread of contagious diseases [39] observing the inception over time of the adoption of terms which can be related to problems and symptoms that can be connected to specific illnesses. Other cases in the health domain have been studied for detecting the inception of public health seasonal flu [1, 27, 46] , [7] .
In economics, sentiment analysis has been adopted by employing Self-Organizing Fuzzy Neural Network, since long time series are present, predicting the direction of the stock market with a highest accuracy of over 86% [5] . Other cases in the market and business domains are described in [9, 43] , for marketability of consumer goods in [45] , and for book sales in [19] .
With the aim of predicting box-office for movies, in [3] a model has been proposed adopting the average tweet rate, the presence of URLs in tweets and the volume of retweets as features. Also in this case, the time series are long (several days), and the model obtained an adjusted R squared of 0.94 via a linear model addressing sentiment analysis. Other cases in the same domain are: [28, 30, 32, 49] , in which the combination of volume and sentiment analysis for long terms series has been proposed in a tool without proposing specific models. For example, in [24] the sentiment analysis is introduced by using the ratio from positive and negative score estimation of the tweets, obtaining accuracy of 64%. In [13] , Twitter data have been used for predicting the performance of movies at the box office. To this end, a fuzzy inference system has been set up exploiting metrics such as the counting of tweets, followers, sentiment analysis metrics, and also additional information about the actors' rating according to the model proposed in [42] . The results presented on specific cases provide large mean square errors from 6% up to 27%.
Other applications highlighting Twitter data capabilities can be on: detecting crimes with the capability of identifying the inception of certain critical cases (such as micro discussions on crashes, fire, etc.) [56] , places to be visited observing the most frequently attended places in a given location [8] . In addition, Twitter data has been used for assessing weather forecast information in [17] , and in [18] .
Twitter-based metrics have been used to estimate the number of people in specific locations like airports (the so called crowd size estimation) [6] . In this case, a simple linear model on the basis of volume metrics (i.e., number of tweets) has been proposed. In [16] , the averaged value of past audience and Twitter data (contributions per minute) have been used for predicting audience (TV rating) on long series of political TV shows (from 14 to 280 shows), by using mainly volume metrics during broadcast time, and the rate of twitting people, obtaining an adjusted R squared of 0.95. On this regard, Nielsen Media Research discussed the capability of Twitter data to explain the variance of 2/3 of the difference in premiere audience sizes [36] . TV rating is usually estimated sampling the audience with specific meters such as those installed by Auditel or more precise measures as those of Sky via set top box/decoders. In [22] , a neural network approach has been used for predicting audience on the basis of Facebook data, obtaining a prediction accuracy in terms of Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) from about 6% to 24% on different TV shows. In [33] , a number of TV shows have been analysed, clustering them for similarity, with the aim of identifying a predictive model for each cluster taking into account the Twitter data of previous days. The proposed predictive model is based on a linear regression (using volume and sentiment analysis metrics) that produced an R squared in range of 0.73-0.94 depending on the cluster. Typically, clusters with smaller amount of tweets in total per series are better ranked. A cross validation was not proposed to verify the robustness of the model. In those cases, very stable data and long series have been addressed. These series have a very different behaviour with respect to Breality TV shows^, in which there is a strong involvement of the audience in many phase of the show, and thus the number of tweets is much higher in the days before and massive in the day of the show. In [50] , the authors discovered relevant correlations between the number of tweets passed 30 min before and after the show and in successive episodes without proposing a predictive model. In [55] , a functional comparison of classical solutions for estimating TV show rating with respect to the TV data usage is proposed, together with an early solution for the estimation of TV rating based on textual, spatial, and temporal relevance, without proposing a predictive model.
According to the state of the art analysis, the predictive capabilities of Twitter data have been explained by using volume metrics on tweets (i.e., the total number of tweets and/or retweets associated with a Twitter user or having a given hashtag). However, in some cases a deeper semantic understanding of tweets has been required to create useful predictive capabilities. For these reasons, algorithms for sentiment analysis computation have been proposed to take into account the meaning of tweets via natural language processing algorithms (e.g., [37] ). The adoption of techniques for segmenting, filtering or clustering by context (e.g., using natural language processing so as to avoid the misclassification of tweets related to the flu), or by users' profiles (e.g., age, location, language, and genre) may help in getting more precise results in terms of predictability. Overviews of predictive methods exploiting tweets have been proposed in [47] , and in [31] . Moreover, [31] have criticised the predictive capabilities of some proposed models based on Twitter data. In fact, some approaches proposed general models adopting specific filtering and/or classifications based on human assessors, thus reducing the replicability of the solution. Twitter data also present some problems due to the way they are ingested and collected. In particular, the access to the twitter API has some limitations such as: the maximum number of request calls in a period, the huge amount of tweets that can be produced for certain cases, the complexity of social relationships among users, the limited size of tweets (140 characters), and the fact that historical Twitter data are not accessible via the Twitter API, etc. These facts force the developers to set up specific architectures for collecting tweets, while attempting to get them with a sufficient reliability [38] .
In [26] , the trend of the dissemination information via Twitter has been analysed, observing the issues regarding the retweets cascade effect and the show count. Please note that the number of shows of a tweet is not easily accessible from Twitter data, but it is a well know observable metric exposed by internal Twitter analytic. The paper has demonstrated that the counting of retweets and the number of shows do not have a strong correlation. With the aim of predicting the number of shows, a number of predictive metrics have been proposed, and in particular: number of followers, friends, favourites; number of times the user has been listed; number of posts; number of active days, etc.
Article overview
The paper is focused on presenting how Twitter data and derived metrics can be used for predicting the audience of reality TV shows. They are very attractive and addicting shows creating relevant effects of retweeting. In reality shows, the prediction of event attendance (TV rating) can be very useful for service tuning -e.g., catering, cleaning, security, and for selling advertising. The prediction of the audience to TV programmes is mainly relevant to adapt the value of advertising and to attract more advertisers. In such cases, the adoption of Twitter and the related collected metrics have been used to study and define a model able to predict the audience of TV shows. The proposed prediction model is based on the data collected during the days before the events. Such data demonstrated to have predictive capabilities thanks to the identification of a relevant number of feature/metrics, including: volume (counting of tweets, retweets, etc.), natural language processing (counting nouns, adjectives, etc.), network (e.g., number of unique users), and sentiment analysis (assessing positive and negative orientation of tweets). The identified metrics have been used to derive a model obtaining high significance and predicting capabilities on the basis of a comparison among four methods: multilinear regression, ridge, lasso and elastic net, as described in the paper. The approach and results have been validated, thus demonstrating that it is possible to obtain some specific excellent metrics with predictive skills from Twitter data also for those cases. The model validation has been performed by using data related to X Factor season 9 (XF9), X Factor season 10 (XF10), and Pechino Express 2015, which are reality shows broadcasted in Italy, in 2015 and 2016 summer-fall period. They are reality shows where people are highly involved through a participative support of media actors by using Twitter posts. The above described predictive models have been applied by exploiting Twitter data and computed metrics collected by using Twitter Vigilance solution, which is a tool for multiuser collection of tweets for research and analysis (http://www.disit.org/tv). Twitter Vigilance has been partially developed in the context of RESOLUTE H2020 (http://www.resolute-eu.org) and used in REPLICATE H2020 projects, and in Sii-Mobility smart city national project (http://www.sii-mobility.org). Presently, Twitter Vigilance is adopted by a number of institutions to collect and exploit Twitter data for research and analysis purposes.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the general architecture of the TwitterVigilance solution (http://www.disit.org/tv) adopted to collect Twitter data and perform the estimation of a number of metrics. Section 3 provides a description of the methods adopted to identify and validate the predictive models and framework. In the same section, the metrics adopted have been explained and formalized. They are related to: volume of tweets, retweets; natural language processing counting nouns, adjectives, and other elements; the assessment of network of unique users tweeting; and the sentiment analysis in terms of positive and negative orientation of tweets. Section 4 reports the usage of Twitter data for the analysis and prediction of audience in the context of a number of reality show TV programmes (in particular for XF9, XF10 and Pechino Express, 2015). The section reports not only the results but also a comparison with a number of methods to arrive at identifying the best resulting approach. Conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
Twitter Vigilance architecture
Twitter provides different kinds of modalities to allow accessing Twitter data: Search API and Streaming API calls. Since version 1.1 of Twitter API, it is necessary to log into Twitter by using OAuth protocol for all requests. Both Twitter APIs types return data in JSON format. Search API presents a limited number of requests every 15 min. The Streaming APIs give developers a low latency access to Twitter's global stream, but limited access to the whole tweets. Twitter offers different streaming endpoints customized for use type: public, user and site. Both Search and Streaming APIs present some limitations in terms of maximum number of tweets per hour, and any of them do not guarantee that all tweets which are on Twitter.com could be obtained for the analysis.
Twitter Vigilance architecture is reported in Fig. 1 , where data acquisition approach is performed by the Crawler which consists of a multithread system exploiting the Twitter Search API. The search query to be performed on Twitter.com can be configured by the users from the FrontEnd GUI of the tool.
Twitter Vigilance is multiuser, where each user may provide its own set of searches and aggregated views.
The Twitter Vigilance approach is based on the concept of BTwitterVigilanceChannel^, which consists in a set of simple and complex search queries performed on Twitter platform by the Crawler engine.
The configuration and statistical results about the Crawler are accessible from the front-end interface. The simplest TwitterVigilanceChannel to be monitored can refer to collect and analyse tweets referring to a single: Twitter user, user citation, hashtag, or keyword. Complex TwitterVigilanceChannels may consist in tens of queries/searches according to the search query syntax of Twitter APIs by combining keywords, users IDs, hashtags, citations, etc., with some operators (e.g., and, or, from). Twitter Vigilance is able to monitor, follow and analyse slow and fast events on Twitter. A fast event occurs with several hundred, thousands or millions of related tweets produced in short time. Slow events may have very few tweets per day or week or their absence for a long period of time. The Twitter Vigilance collects Twitter data and makes them accessible for the back office processes of statistical analysis, natural language processing (NLP) and sentiment analysis (SA), and for the general data indexing, based on NLP on Hadoop [35] . The results of the back office processes are made accessible on a distinct database for the front-end graphic user interface which allows visual analytics, data results navigation, the performance of user analysis, along a variable time window of analysis, see for example Fig. 2 . The users of Twitter Vigilance can define one or more TwitterVigilanceChannel. Among the users who made its validation possible, you should recall LAMMA agency, CNR IBIMET, NEUROFARBA, DISIT research groups.
The Twitter Vigilance front-end provides analyses at level of channel and/or search about: volume/number of tweets and retweets (TW and RTW); user citations (to understand what are: influencers, pushers, emerging citations, etc.); hashtags (to understand which are the most cited, emerging, evolved, etc.); keywords, verbs, and adjectives (from NLP analysis) to understand which are the most widely used, emerging, etc., verbs, words, adjective, hashtags, citations, etc.; positive/negative signature as sentiment analysis and polarity detection (to identify the reasons for positive/negative tweets, the reaction of the community, the terms used). A detail of the Sentiment Analysis and NLP manager interface is shown in Fig. 3 . Figure 3a reports the trends of the relevant sentiment analysis metrics over time. Please note that the most comprehensive metric BR + RT score^(defined later), put together positive and negative trends highlighting the global positive/negative trend in time. In Fig. 3a , an over-imposed arrow put in evidence the positive global value in that case.
The reported metrics trends in The computation of the above presented sentiment analysis metrics is useful to detect the inception and position in time of relevant events as pikes. Once detected, the user can download the data table to estimate more complex and high level metrics (grounded on the above mentioned ones) which are more suitable for predicting the TV rating, as described in Section 3a. In Fig. 3b , the trends of the above listed sentiment analysis metrics, computed on the basis of the adjectives extracted in the tweets, are depicted. This view may help the analysts to identify the most influencing tweets and corresponding adjectives which have provoked significant positive/negative tendency. To this end, the operator may click on the graph and get back the list of the adjectives with their score, and from them also some examples of tweets can be shown. Similar graphs can be accessed corresponding to nouns and to verbs.
Recently, TwitterVigilance has been also made accessible as real time computation of statistical and sentiment analysis for specific dedicated analysis. An example of the channels under observation in real time can be checked at http://www.disit.org/rttv. 3 Framework for quantitative prediction by using TwitterVigilance outcomes
As shown in the state of the art and related work sections presented in the introduction, Twitter data have a relevant and flexible predictive power, and generally, they lead to quantitative statistical predictive capabilities of several social targets of interest. Relations among social media data and predictive variables are a priori unknown. An analysis of Twitter data related with media show audience has been proposed in the literature. In [16] , averaged value of audience in past events and Twitter data (contributions per minute) have been used for predicting audience on successive political TV shows having long series of events; thus demonstrating a correlation between the volume of tweets and the audience. In [22] , a neural network approach has been used for predicting audience on the basis of Facebook data. In particular, the number of posts, the number of shares, number of comments, etc. without entering in the context of the posts; thus demonstrating the possibility of predicting the rating/ share by using a neural network approach. In [29] , a very high level analysis of the twitter data related to TV programme has been proposed, showing that the degree of interaction on Twitter was correlated with X Factor programme and its evolution. The approach of using Twitter for TV programme analysis is also used by Nielsen for analysing if Twitter is helping the audience or viceversa, deducing that the fact are related, Bthe volume of tweets caused significant changes in live TV ratings among 29 percent of the episodes^. [51] .
This paper describes the results of a research work aimed at identifying suitable predictive models to predict media show audience (number of people following the programme) by exploiting social media info for reality shows. The research meant also to verify their validity in terms of prediction performance. The prediction of the number of attendees of the TV program is a more precise measure with respect to the estimation of the rating, as in [22] . The rating can be affected by the presence of other competing TV programmes in the same time slots. In addition, the prediction of audience in short term TV shows such as reality shows is very relevant for the present kind of television.
The framework proposed in this paper aims at defining a reliable statistical methodology to exploit Twitter data. Predictions with social data are generally based on conversational flow metrics concerning the volume of tweets, as well as tweet content/text in terms of keywords, hashtags, mentions; and/or users' activity. Thus, our identified Twitter based metric predictors can be classified into a number of main classes and estimated for each single TwitterVigilanceChannel and/or for each single search per day or per hour, or in total per event, and in particular the: (1) volume/number of tweets (TW) and retweets (RTW) versus time; (2) volume/number of tweets or retweets containing a certain keyword, verb, adjective, hashtags, citation, etc., versus time; (3) total sentiment analysis scores, taking into account positive and/or negative scores for elements in the tweets and/or retweets, versus time; (4) linear compositions of previous point tweets volumes statistics versus time (e.g., the ratio between number of retweets divided by the number of the corresponding tweets); (5) calendar variables calculated since the time tweets and/or retweets have been released; (6) volume of unique users tweeting and/or retweeting versus time. Please note that the metrics based on retweets have to be counted considering only the number of retweets at that time and not those in the future (for example up to the day before with respect to the predictive day value). Moreover, it should be noted that the lifecycle of retweet is limited in time. In the sense that according to the literature, almost all retweets are manifested in few minutes and sometimes few hours after the tweet, thus the number of those arriving after days can be neglected [57] .
The number of predictors that could be extracted depends on the Twitter data of the considered channel. Queries of popular keywords/searches on TwitterVigilanceChannel created for large events with many searches are very rich in information and complex to analyse. Many predictive models could be built; however, not all of them may have predictive capability, or the same effectiveness in predicting events, visitors and/or audience. The selection of predictors is crucial to build a reliable predictive model, on such grounds it is mandatory to identify predictors having a significant connection with the event which a prediction is needed for, with a reasonable temporal horizon.
In order to build a reliable predictive model, the temporal dynamics explaining the predictive capability have to be identified. Predictive models and metrics show different behaviours when periodic or continuous events are considered. For example, the number of visitors during an event could show relevant or null relationship with calendar variables (as month, week day, year, etc.); while these variables are very important when the same attendee prediction is performed over uninterrupted and time-bound events of long term duration such as a long term event, a carnival, an exposition, etc.
Metrics definition and computation
A set of metrics have been identified and are reported in Table 1 with their corresponding definition, where z can be applied on XF9, XF10, or Pechino Express. The adopted metrics have been classified in: volume metrics when they are based on the volume of tweets or retweets; NLP volume metrics when the counting has been based on extraction of grammatical elements via natural language; network metrics when the counting is performed on the number of people involved in the community (the network); sentiment analysis metrics when the computation is based on the meaning and moods associated with words, verbs, adjectives, etc.; high level metrics are those that can be computed on the basis of other metrics with some non-linear function, such as the ratio between two metrics.
To take into account of the ratio from RTW e TW does not mean that for very high numbers of tweets the amount of retweets actually diminish the crowd/audience size, since the number of tweets and retweets are typically numerically balanced in absence of large viral events and audience as you can see from Twitter Vigilance platform. Furthermore, in presence of audience, the identified ratio (RTW/TW) is a measure of the reactivity, while as to measuring the volume metrics based on the total volume are more relevant. The ration of RTW/TW may lead to have large values if the event under monitoring becomes strongly viral, for example millions of retweets with only few tweets. This was not the case in general in all the three data sets tested. On the other hand, this is not the case in our kind of events.
The computation of Sentiment Analysis metrics has been performed by exploiting SentiWordNet [10] , a semantic knowledge base specifically designed for Sentiment Analysis. SentiWordnet assigns sentiment scores to each extracted keyword in order to estimate the general sentiment polarity of collected tweets. SentiWordNet is a sentiment-enriched implementation of WordNet [12] , a widely used lexical database of English nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs grouped into sets of cognitive synonyms (synsets). In SentiWordNet independent positive, negative, and neutral sentiment values (i.e., real numbers varying in the interval from −1 to 1) are associated with about 117 thousands of synsets. In order to carry out the analysis in both English and Italian languages, the SentiWordNet lexicon (which has been originally designed in English) has been automatically ported to an Italian version, on the basis of MultiWordNet [41] , a resource which aligns WordNet English synsets to Italian ones, which can therefore be used to transfer sentiment polarity information associated to English words to Italian corresponding ones. For each single tweet/retweet, its overall polarity score is given by the sum of all the sentiment weighted keywords extracted in it. Most of the above mentioned metrics can be estimated every 5 min, every hour or day, or on more days according to the objective of the assessment (see Fig. 3 for example). The Twitter Vigilance platform allows estimating a number of them daily and other hourly. In any case, the user may re-compute them with different granularity from a specific interface requested an ad-hoc task. In the next section, an overview of the whole process is presented.
The overall process for model definition
The approach proposed to set up a predictive model includes the following steps:
(I) Set up a TwitterVigilanceChannel semantically linked to the event in order to perform Twitter data harvesting. The creation of the channel is grounded on the official hashtags and Twitter users IDs, and relevant keywords. Other searchers to collect tweets can be added on the basis of the early analysis of the Twitter data, thus enlarging the set of searched queries on Twitter. This step is strongly dependent on the cases under analysis and described in Section 4. (II) identify a first large set of possible metrics from early collected data, by using a coherent temporal basis of aggregation with respect to the real data values to be predicted (for example, volume of single channel query over time, unique users over time, calendar variables, natural language processing features, sentiment analysis features). In any case, the searches of the TwitterVigilanceChannel which collect a large number of tweets and retweets are typically significant and thus good potential predictors. Then, the time-series of metrics have to be merged to define a channel's Bguess metric matrix^; (III) select metrics: when metrics extracted from channel are too many, a statistical criterion may be applied to select the statistical significant metrics. For example, by using principal component analysis, PCA, which may give indication of the variance coverage and of complexity of data in terms of number of PCA to be considered. In addition, some early experiments adopting a multi-linear regressive schema may help with the support of the Akaike Information Criterion, AIC [2] in selecting/discharging the most/ less significant metrics as predictors. The selection may be carried out by using stepwise process to build a sharper model both discharging not reliable variables (by minimizing the AIC) and retaining the ones with a stronger linkage with variable to be predicted [54] . The statistical reliable predictors are defined as the ones having a significant t-student test outcome (p-value < 0.05). In alternative, machine learning approaches can be adopted, in any way the predictive capability, the adjusted R-squared and the AIC may help in deciding among the different methods. In most cases, the predictive model is produced by using the 70%-80% of data (e.g., estimating coefficient parameters, or learning parameters). Then the learned model is used to predict the remaining 30%-20% on which the MAPE (Mean Absolute Percentage Error), and or APE (Absolute Percentage Error) are estimated to perform the validation of the predictive mode against the actual values recorded by the auditing agencies.
In Fig. 4 , the process for passing from data to prediction model is formalized. The process also presents a mapping of the above mentioned phases (from (i) to (iii)), giving the evidence about what is performed by the TwitterVigilance tool, and what has to be performed by means of data analytics approaches described in the following. See for example Fig. 3 which represents some trend for sentiment analysis metrics.
Predictive models
TV programmes as reality show are in some sense short time events occurring with week periodicity and not for several weeks, thus concentrating the audience in few hours per week. Good examples of this kind of events are the so-called reality shows, such as: XF9, XF10 and Pechino Express, which are broadcasted live typically once per week (for a few hours), few weeks per year condensed in specific part of the year.
Thus, a number of methods for creating predictive model for guessing the number of people following the show in the next week show have been considered and tested. The first method is a multi-linear regression model, that attempts to model relationships among explanatory variables/metrics (z 1 , z 2 , . . , z k ) and a response variable x, all of them depending on t:
The aim is to invert the model (1) by estimating β 1 , β 2 , β 3 , … , β k , n, which represents the coefficients and the intercept of the best fitting line, respectively, obtained by a least squares model. In this process, the estimated model can be more or less significant and statistical significance can be estimated for each coefficient and for the whole fitting. Weights are estimated by means of a learning period, thus allowing targeting the model construction. Basically, several different models have been tested by estimating weights, and assessing predicting capabilities. In order to set up a predictive model, the value of x t is estimated on the basis of explanatory variables/metrics (z 1 , z 2 , . . , z k ) computed at t-1 or before.
With many predictors and few observations in the dataset, fitting the full model without penalization could result in large prediction intervals, and sometimes the model can over-fits the data: when there are issues with collinearity, the linear regression parameter estimates may become inflated. One consequence of large correlations between the predictor variances is that the variance can become very large. For this reason, a shrinkage/regularization model (i.e., ridge regression) has been tested [21] , where it adds a penalty on the sum of the squared regression parameters. The effect of the penalty consists in the fact that the estimated parameters are allowed to become large only if there is a proportional reduction in sum of the squared errors (SSE). Thus, by adding the penalty, we are making a trade-off between the model variance and bias by sacrificing some bias, we can often reduce the variance enough to make the overall MSE (Mean Square Error) lower than unbiased models. In the selection of the Fig. 4 Overall process from Twitter data crawling to the computation of the prediction model best predictive model also other techniques have been tested such as lasso [52] and Elastic Net [20] .
The following section refers to the prediction of the audience on TV programmes: X Factor 9, X Factor 10 and Pechino Express. For such reasons a suitable prediction model has been obtained by exploiting data from previous days using multi-regressive and ridge models. According to the above considerations, the reliable covariates we used have been individuated on the basis of their statistical relevance with respect to the variable to be predicted and by using a minimal AIC criterion [2] . The assessment quality of the models in terms of predictive capability has been performed against the validation period on the basis of the root mean square error (RMSE) and Mean Absolute Error (MAE) metrics that have been applied on the predicted values, as well as the correspondent ones that were observed during the validation/ test period. The metric selection process has been carried out by approaching their incidence in exploiting the variable to be predicted in the multilinear regression model.
Predicting TV audience via twitter data
The adopted data refer to the last year seasons in the second part of the 2015 and 2016. About these events, the official actual data regarding the audience following those TV programmes have been published on Wikipedia and on the related official web sites. In more details, X Factor is a television music competition format born in UK and then exported abroad, becoming the biggest television talent competition in Europe. In Italy the 9th season was televised (identified as XF9), from September to December 2015 and a season 10 in the 2016 with the first episodes devoted to auditions and singers' selections. The initial transmissions were followed by six weeks of weekly live shows where less appreciated singers have been progressively eliminated, thus, the best four talents could reach the final event where the winner was voted by the public. XF9 and XF10 have been broadcasted by pay-tv channel Sky1, while first phases and the final ones have been also transmitted on free of charge channels, i.e., national public television. The show began at prime time and closed after mid night with a shorter transmission called BXtra Factor^to talk about the main show while always attracting the same audience. The audience of XF9 is typically based on young people, who are also engaged in voting singers and groups, so as to eliminate or push them ahead in the competition. As it occurs for every talent competition, the participation of the public is critical for the success of the show; social media play a relevant role in promoting singers, stimulating discussions and comments, while pushing audience to follow the show, voting their favourite singers and so on.
Votes from the audience during the final broadcast of XF9 reached 7 million, and the official hashtag #xf9 was the most widely used of the day (on the 10th December, final show date) both in Italy and in the worldwide trending topic on Twitter. The competition has led to four finalists in December 2015: Giosada, Urban Strangers, Davide Sciortino, Enrica Tara, and the final selected Giosada has been the winner. A similarly analysis could be performed for XF10.
XF9/XF10 organization have prepared a wide and effective dissemination and marketing campaign also including social media, and thus Twitter accounts and hashtags reminding of the names of singers, and judges. Some of them have been proposed by the producers, while others have been spontaneously proposed by the audience and the social community. The initial Twitter hashtags were #XF9, #XTRA9 and later #xf9Live. Later on, some additional hashtags have been added to the above mentioned keys, concerning the singers, such as: #UrbanStrangers, #eleonora, #giosada, #Enrica, etc. But concerning the judges/tutors, as well, and for specific cases as: @DivanoRolling, #divanorolling, #GiosadaAlBallottaggio, #Elio, #elioperilsociale, etc. XF9 cannel on Twitter Vigilance collected about 1.6 million of tweets in Italian language with hashtag #XF9. They have been mainly concentrated to the prime time; while smaller numbers have been collected over the days before the event (see Fig. 5 ). The general volume of Twitter data in the XF9 channel resulted to be comprised of 43% of tweets and 57% of retweets. Similarly for XF10, we can see from Fig. 5 that smaller volume of tweets have been detected, only the final event of the serial reached an audience comparable to those of season 9. According to Fig. 3b , the X Factor 9 channel presents a large number of other keywords, hashtags citations, etc. that presents a similar trend with respect to the main hashtag #XF9, and thus in some case add also a lot of noise. For example, those related to the judges that also provoke some tweet for their own activity not related to XF9. Metrics specifically related to those searches/keywords where discharge since less statistically relevant with respect to #XF9.
The knowledge about the audience volume, and thus its prediction, can be very important when it comes to ads sale, which is delivered in the context of television programmes. Today, the ads value is only guessed since the measure of audience is obtained the day after, by Smart Panel Sky and/or Auditel in some cases (Auditel is the national metering of TVaudience, could not provide measures of XF9 over 15 days in the period and on such basis it was not used as reference value).
A similar case can be described for Pechino Express TV show. Figure 6 reports the trend Twitter data (TW + RTW) collected by TwitterVigilanceChannel and regarding Pechino Express. In this case, the trend is quite different: the number of attendees does not tend to increase aver the season, the last event does not attract a massive number of users.
Descriptive statistics
The Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is applied as exploratory technique for multivariate data and is used to reveal the underlying structure that maximally accounts for the variance in the data set. The basic goal of principal components analysis is to describe variation in a set of correlated variables, x T = (x 1 , …, x q ), in terms of a new set of uncorrelated variables, y T = (y 1 , …, y q ), each of which is a linear combination of the x variables. The new variables are derived in decreasing order of importance in the sense that y 1 accounts for as much as possible of the variation in the original data amongst all linear combinations of x. Then y 2 is chosen to account for as much as possible of the remaining variation, subject to being uncorrelated with y 1 , and so on. The new variables defined by this process, y 1 , …, y q , are the principal components [11] . The first few components take into account for a substantial proportion of the variation in the original variables and they be used to provide a lower-dimensional summary of these variables. Table 2 reports the importance of factors extracted by PCA in descending order of variance.
In the second column of Table 2 , the eigenvalues that represent the variance for each factor for XF9, are reported. The corresponding percentage of the variance is reported in the third column of the table. According to the Kaiser Criterion [25] , it is recommended to retain only factors with eigenvalues greater than 1, thus the right number of principal components is three. The first three factors account for the 91.85% of the total variance. In Table 3 , the principal component loadings for the X factor 9 features in Table 2 are reported.
Factor 1 carries more than 53% of the total variability of the dataset (see Table 2 ) and this variability is mainly explained by the majority of covariates. The variability of Factor 2 (28.4%) is carried by the positive correlation of RTWWeekRatio_z (0.8058) and the negative correlation of SARTWPosWeek_z (−0.6526), while Factor 3 explains about 10.15% of the total variability. PCA allowed to sort the features according to the impact on total variability and understand the correlations among the metrics and the XF9 Sky audience.
Validation models
According to the above described data and cases, the first challenge was to identify a fitting mode for XF9/XF10 and Pechino Express to validate the model consistency. The volume of data is characterized by a max of a dozen of sporadic events plus all days in the middle, and an explosive single event every week with a relevantly large audience for XF9 and XF10. Therefore, as a first step for XF9/XF10 and Pechino Express a fitting model have been identified by selecting the best metrics on the basis of PCA approach. As first approach, the multilinear regression model has been adopted in some cases to estimate a model exploiting volume metrics of Twitter such as in [6] . Botta et al., in [6] , propose a multilinear model to guess the number of people attending an event at the time of measure. Such approach does not lead to a predictive model, but rather to a model able to guess the volume of people in a given area at the current instant of measure on the basis of the Twitter data volume. Thus, in Table 2 , an early model estimated by the multi-linear regression approach for XF9 and XF10 based by using volume and network metrics has been derived to confirm its validity in terms of structure with the aim of using the same metric set for both cases. From Table 4 , the models present a satisfactory AIC and R-squared, while a less satisfactory adjusted R squared has been obtained for XF10a. In the case of XF9a, according to the p-value, some of the metrics are not significant (such as FUnqUsers_z and FUnqUsers_z). If removed, slightly better results have been obtained producing the XF9b model as depicted in Table 5 . In that case, an adjuster R squared of 0.768, with an AIC of 302, have been obtained. Please note that RMSE remain comparable among the three models. Therefore, the resulting models for XF9 and XF10 may be in principle very similar, obtaining similar results in terms of fitting. Note that in the case of XF9b, on the basis of the p-value, the metrics considered (TWRTWWeek_z, UnqUserTW_z and RTWWeekRatio_z) are statistically significant. According to results of AIC, R squared and p-values of XF9a and XF9b validation models, volume and network based metrics alone seems to well explain the X factor audience. Please note that RTWWeekRatio_z metric could lead to produce very large values depending on the kind of performance event. In the considered events, a total of 1.6 million of tweets have been collected, therefore the risk is not present and the metric is linearly dependent [40] . Thus the application of some solution for controlling the metrics is not needed. For Pechino Express, the same set of metrics produced a similar model as reported in Table 6 , in which a very similar Adjusted R squared and RMSE have been obtained, with a more satisfactory AIC. The data trend is in this case very linear as we can see from Fig. 6 .
As a result, the identified set of metrics for volume, unique users, and ratio are suitable for creating fitting models. Moreover, starting from the whole set of metrics reported in Section 3a, a mixed model taking into account also sentiment and NLP metrics has been obtained as reported in Table 7 . The model has been produced after testing several combinations of the metrics according to systematic approaches which allowed us to derive the best model in terms of AIC produced exploiting volume, NLP and sentiment analysis metrics (using both multilinear and ridge). Also in this case, according to the p-value, we could identify some less satisfactory metrics for XF9 data that may be good for XF10. Thus a compromise model fitting satisfactory for both cases has been reported. The final model has been obtained with ridge approach, and the obtained adjusted R squared is of 0.69, and an R squared of about 0.86, having a suitable AIC of about 305 in both cases. Please note that, comparing Tables 4, 5 and 7, both multilinear and ridge approaches produced similar results. In some cases, the model based on volume metrics may be better ranked with respect to the mixed models in terms of adjusted R squared, and worst in terms of RMSE.
In the next section, a wider comparison with other approaches is reported in the context of predictive models. For Pechino Express, the identical mixed model is not viable since the number of metrics (and thus the number of coefficients β i to be estimated) is too high with respect the number of samples, thus producing an instable model.
Predictive models
According to the above described data the final challenge was to predict the audience attending the TV event in the prime time once a week. In the general framework, with the aim of creating a predictive model from a machine learning perspective, the last three weeks of the data have been used as test set and the remaining weeks have been used as training set. Four different approaches were tested, i.e., multi-linear regression (LM), ridge regression [21] , lasso [52] and Elastic Net [20] applied on metrics adopted for XF9c, XF10c and PEb. The resulting comparison among such models for XF9c metrics are reported in Table 8 .
According to these results the ridge regression approach has been proved to be the most accurate in prediction with respect to the above mentioned approaches. Therefore, models XF9c, XF10c and PEb (Pechino Express b model) produced by using the ridge approach, have Table 9 , the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) over the last 3 predicted weeks and the specific absolute percentage error (APE) have been reported for each of the predicted prime time audience (using the two approaches that provided best performance). Actually, MAPE is one the most widely used metrics for the assessment of prediction accuracy [34] .
It should be noted that the precision in guessing the audience at the next and successive prime-time events on the basis of the model computed on data of weeks 1-10 is very high: for all cases in the range of 92%-95% of accuracy. On the other hand, the model is not capable to perform highly reliable predictions for the last event of season in which a strong non linearity occur. The general precision is in the range of 80%-94%. In the case of XF9 and XF10 the prediction on the last major event is less accurate with respect to Pechino Express, since XF9 and XF10 last live shows presented a quite explosive final event regarding the TV audience with respect to the Pechino Express. In fact, for the PE, the prediction of the 3rd week is still in the range of 95% since the last event is not massive as in the X Factor. As a general consideration, the prediction models identified are suitable to predict reality show audience in most of the cases. And thus the identified limitations of the state of the art algorithms and solutions have been overcome.
Most of the computations were conducted in R Statistical Environment (https://www.Rproject.org/) by using different R libraries: Bforecast^ [23] for predictive modeling, BMASSf or model selection previously cited, Bxts^ [44] to manage time series,"lubridate^ [14] for time variables, Bgvlma^[40] to carry out model regression checking and BMetrics^to perform results validation, etc. The data related to XF9, XF10 and Pechino Express, and the corresponding R code, are available on DISIT lab at http://www.disit.org/7002.
Conclusions
The paper proposed an approach for creating Twitter-based models and metrics in order to predict the expected audience on television programmes. The proposed solution has been tuned by using reality shows, which are specific kinds of TV shows not addressed in the literature, and which present high volume of Twitter data due to the high involvement of audience in the trend of the programme by voting and interacting. Metrics identified have (c) PE
Figs. 7 Trend of actual and predicted values (for the last three events) for a XF9, b XF10 and c Pechino Express applied on basis of the predictive models XF9c, XF10c and PEb using training period as described in Table 8 tweets. These metrics have been computed on the basis of data collected in the previous days and weeks, and they are capable to help predicting the TV rating of the prime-time show on the basis of the previously described predictive model. The paper reported full details about the method adopted to achieve the identification of the models and framework, and their validation by using real data. The produced predictive models have been validated and assessed in terms of quality, while highlighting the predicting capabilities for the analysed cases, namely X Factor 9, X Factor 10, and Pechino Express. In all such cases, the predictive capability of the produced models according to the identified metrics has been proved. Moreover, a comparison among four different approaches has been presented: multilinear regression, ridge regression, lasso and elastic net. The ridge approach has been demonstrated to the better ranked approach.
In almost all predictive models, metrics have been defined as the ratio between the number of retweets and tweets collected and related to the major hashtags of events and they have demonstrated high predictive capabilities in explaining visitors/audience volumes. Also the volume of tweets and the sum of tweets and retweets have confirmed their predictive capabilities. Another interesting predictor can be the number of unique users involved, as well as opinion mining features, such as natural language processing and sentiment analysis related metrics earlier described. As a result, the resulting models are based on ridge and/or multiregressive for short term prediction. On the other hand, other models and approaches have been tested without success, as reported in the paper. Most of the metrics based on Twitter data have been computed by Twitter Vigilance tool and provided directly to the users, while high level metrics have been computed for the model. Future work on this topic is related to the identification of other predictive and/or early detection models for different kinds of events, with the aim of producing better results with respect to those proposed in the literature. The specific topics would be: predicting politics election results, city comparison for tourism attraction, early detection of disasters, early detection of new drugs and/or critical situation in the city, etc. On the tool development aspects, we are addressing the development for improving the usability and the flexibility in computing metrics directly on the tool. Gianni Pantaleo has taken his degree on Computer Science from the University of Florence, and the PhD on Computer Science. Presently he is a researcher and aggregate professor of computer at the University of Florence, affiliated with the Distributed System and internet Technology Lab. His main competences are on signal processing, natural language processing, data analysis, audio processing, parallel architecture. He worked on a number of international research and development projects such as: IMAESTRO, AXMEDIS, ECLAP, SiiMobility, RESOLUTE.
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